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 “Imagine” by John Lennon 

Identify the theme of this song and defend your position with examples from the text. 

 

Imagine there's no heaven, 

It's easy if you try, 

No hell below us, 

Above us only sky, 

Imagine all the people 

Living for today... 

 

Imagine there's no countries, 

It isn't hard to do, 

Nothing to kill or die for, 

And no religion too, 

Imagine all the people 

Living life in peace... 

 

Imagine no possessions, 

I wonder if you can, 

No need for greed or hunger, 

A brotherhood of man, 

Imagine all the people 

Sharing all the world... 

 

You may say I'm a dreamer, 

but I'm not the only one, 

I hope someday you'll join us, 

And the world will live as one. 
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Rubric 

9 A (48-50) Excellent thesis; excellent illustrations (support); excellent organization;  

sound mechanics; effective imagination, sees and makes connections 

(insightful) 

 

8 A (47) Excellent thesis; excellent illustrations (support); effective organization; 

   less imagination or speculation; a few mechanical flaws which do not  

   reduce the impact of the analysis (insightful) 

 

7 B (45-46) Intelligent, yet less concise thesis; effective illustrations; sound 

organization; adequate mechanics; a “safe” paper, beautifully done 

(effective) 

 

6 B (44) Good, safe thesis; completely adequate in every way; some illustrations; 

   a beginning, middle, and end; significantly less imagination (effective) 

 

5 B (43) The thesis is adequate, yet unnecessarily general; predictable  

   illustrations; general analysis; a few definite mechanical flaws; 

   intelligent observations and conclusions (superficial) 

 

4 C (41-42) The thesis is too large or too vague; some illustrations, but surface  

   analysis; definite mechanical flaws or carelessness; the writing has  

   “moments” when it’s an essay (superficial) 

 

3 C (38-40) An adequate report; the thesis is much too large or vague; an intelligent 

   summary; few illustrations; punctuation flaws; might reflect a simple 

   lack of effort or hurried, last-minute preparation (ineffective) 

 

2 D (35-37) The thesis, if it exists, is hiding; it is up to the reader to find it; assortment  

   of rambling generalization; amidst all the generalization, there are  

   enough intelligent observations to justify a passing grade; many  

   grammatical errors (ineffective) 

 

1 F  (30-34) Lack of effort; no thesis; therefore, nothing to illustrate; no interest in  

   topic; usually rather brief, undeveloped (?) 

 


